The Tornado Wind Energy System (TWES) concept utilizes a wind driven vortex cont'ined bv a hollow tower to create a low pressure core intended to · serve as a turbine exhaust reservoir. The turbine inlet flow is provided by a separate ram air supply. Numerous experimental and analytical research efforts have investigated the potential of the TWES as a wind energy conversion system (WECS). The [)resent 9aper summarizes and analyzes much of the research to date on the TWES. A simplified cost analysis incorporating these research results is also in cluded. Based on these analyses, the T�'IES does not show significant J?I'Omise of improving on either the performance or the cost of energy attainable by conventional WECS.
reservoir. The turbine inlet flow is provided by a separate ram air supply.
Numerous experimental and analytical research efforts have investigated the potential of the TWES as a wind energy conversion system (WECS). The [)resent 9aper summarizes and analyzes much of the research to date on the TWES. A simplified cost analysis incorporating these research results is also in cluded. Based on these analyses, the T�'IES does not show significant J?I'Omise of improving on either the performance or the cost of energy attainable by conventional WECS.
The J?I'OSpects for ach ieving either a system power coefficient above 0.20 or a cost of energy less than $0.50/kWh (1979 dollars) appear to be poor. .J.T. Yen of the Grumman Aerospace Corp. [1] . The TWES conceot �ntrai:!S ambient .vinds to generate a vortex within a ho!.lo·. v �ower. The vortex core then serves as a low pressure exhaust �eservoir for a vertical axis ;;>repeller-type turbi ne located 'lt the bottom of the tower. The turoine inlet air is ?roviced by a se9arate ram air supply.
_-\ ;ketch or the originallv ;Jroposed to.ver configuration is shown in Fi•,.ure l. This soiral 3haoed �ower has oeen 'jff'!sumed to ;rovide the maximum performance attainable bv � -:'�vES. H-owever. the spiral conr'iguration is inherently Thus the omni-directional, fixed multi-vane tower configuration, such as shown in Figure 2 . has been used for many of the more recent st udies. Howe•1er , the spiral tower configu�ation remains useful in ascertaining upper limits for potential TWES gerfcrmance. , and Hsu and Ide [6] . These investigations have utilized both the spiral and multi-vane configurations Cor the TWES, and have studied the effects of several parameters, e.g., tower height-to-diameter ratio (H/D) and turbine-to-tower diameter ratio (D t /D), on system performance. The results of these research efforts provide substantial indications of the potential of the TWES as a wind energy conversion system (WECS).
All of the power coefficients reported by these studies have been based on the frontal area HD of the TWES tower, i.e. ( 1 ) For the spiral tower configuration, D is defined as in Figure 3 and does not include the width of the tower inlet. Use of the total cross-sectional area H(D+S), or c 9 ( 2) ·.vould provide powe!' coefficients better suited for comoarisons with conventional horizontal and vertical axis 'Nind turbines as ·. vell as with similar TWES configurations. Similarly, use of >ystem 9ower coefficients which include turbine, transmission, and generator losses would also prov1de more equivalent ':lases for oerformance comparisons. Such losses would presumably tot�l at least ::!0%. investigations. Any use of the reported results should be tempered by an awareness of these errors and uncertainties.
The Yen Exoeriments
Extensive research of the TWES has been performed by J.T. -\uthority (NYS-ERDA). The initial research phase included an experimental study of two small models based upon the unidirectional 3piral towe!.' configuration [2] . The spir9l shage is given by
where 9 is defined as in Figure 3 with 90 = ,.,. 12 and, for the Yen spiral tower models, rx = 0.129.
The chosen tower diameters (D) 1vere 12.7 em (5 in) and 25.4 em (10 in), col't'eS\)onding to r ; = 5 em ( 2 in) and r 0 = 10 em ( 4 in),
The �otal spiral tower cross-secticnal area
experimental set� used by Yen for t:Je spiral tower :noctels is shown in Figure 4 . The tests ·.vere conducted in the 2.1 rn :: 3.0 :n (7 ft x 10 ft) Gru:nman Low Saeed Wind Tunnel with this setuo !'or both screen-simulated and ')laded turbines. Sevenl parameter affecti:l g TWES perfor:nance ·. vere studied. including t ower height-to-diameter r'ltio ( H/Dl, tu:-')ine-to tower dia:neter r atio (D t /D), and system size. Note that the turbine intake for both sets of multi-vane tower tests consisted of a ram air inlet, referred to as the bottom enclosure in Figure 6 , with a cross-sectional area at least as large as the tower cross-sectional area. In many cases the ram air intake was significantly larger than the
TWES model tower, bemg at least 0.155 � � (1.67 fr) for the Grumman wind tuMel tests and 0.34m (3.6 ft ) for the Langley V/STOL wind tunnel tests. T:fe models ral'\ � ed in cross-sectional area from 0.13 to 0.77m (1.4 to 8.3 ft�) with the peak ,ower �ficients, being found with a tower cross sectional of 0.13m (1.4 rt�). Thus a reduction by at least 50% of the peak power coefficients reported by Yen for the multi-vane tower configuration appeal'S to be warranted. Although this reduction has not been incorporated in the results reported by the present paper, it should be considered when gauging the potential of the TWES as a WECS. Also, note that the size of the ram air intake significantly impacted wind tunnel blockage effects for the Grumman wind tunnel tests. This is apparent in the marked reduction in peak c , measured at the Langley V/STOL tunnel relative to that at tl"te Grumman wind tunnel, despite the increased size of tha ram air intake. screens on the inner tower walls as shown in both figures. The inflow was generated by utilizing the dynamic pressure differential between the freestream and the vortex at the inner tower walL
The models were tested in a 1.22m x l.22m (4 ft x 4 ft) open cycle low speed wind tunnel at Iowa State University with a maximum attainable wind speed of 7 m/s (15.7 mph). �o blockage corrections are incl.uded in the reported results. However, blockage effects may have been significant, especially for the interaction between the tunnel flow and the tower exit wake. All of the measurements were made with screen-simulated turbines either lOcm (4 in) or Scm (2 in) in diameter .
Results of the Exoe!'imental Studies
Of primar y importance in gauging the potential of the TWES as a wind energy conversion system is determining both the maximum attainable performance and which geometric, operational, and environmental parameters significantly affect the l,)erformance of the TWES. The following s�tions summarize the effects of these oarameters and the maximum power coefficients found in the· emerimental studies of Yen 
Number of Sgiral Tower Turns
Hsu and Ide also attem9ted to increase e0 by increasing the number of turns for the spiral tower modeL However, as �an be seen in Figure 14 , adding turns to the model adversely affected c , with the maximum c foWld with two turns being only -15;p of that foWld with oJle tum. These low c .P were apparently due to increased friction loss es an<r flow separation. Based on this finding, the optimum number of turns for the spiral tower configuration is approximately one.
Radial Inflow/Vortex Intensification Hsu and Ide found that performance can be enhanced by a radial inflow through screens on the inner wall of the TWES as shown in Figures 9 and 10 . The vortex intensifying inflow was generated by the dynamic pressure head between the rreestream and the vortex at the inner tower wall. For the circular tower mode l maximum c r.> was increased approximately 80% by adding the radial iliflow to the bottom third of the tower. For the spiral tower models, the increase was only 15 to 30% with an optimum side screen height of 0.1 H. The lower increase found with the spiral configuration would be expected as the spiral shape naturally induces radial inr1ow due to decreasing radius of curvature and thus addition of artificially induced radial inflow is less effective. ;vra[)ped multi-vane. tower utilizing :r.e chimney e:'fect provided a ?Ower ou�t;�ut nearly equivalent to that :n t::e multi-vane TWES tower with optimum vane angle. The chimney effect [Jressure dro9, nearly constant across the tower bottom, ·.vas approximately equal to the maximum :;>ressure drop foWld in the vortex core of the unwrapped tower.
Thus for the multi-vane tower configuration, :!1e vortex flow may -'Jnly minimally augment the ?OWer ;?rovided by the chimney effect.
'.ta:d.mul"" ?ower Coeffici3!1t3 found are also shown in Table 1 . '
The discrepancies between the respective tests of each tower configuration are largely attributable to differences in model geometries. Sl?ecifically the Hsu and Ide spiral tower models incor;>orated l?artial exit closure and small er H/D and D t /D ratios than those of Yen.
Similarly, the Yen multi-vane tower results should be reduced to reflect the use of ram air inlets exceeding the tower cross-sectional areas. These ,jifferences, as well as potential size and wind tunnel blockage effects, need to be factored into any comparisons of the results. When done so the maximum power coefficients comoare favorably for each of the TWES tower configurati ons.
The results presented in Table l demonstrate the marked reduction in the !;}OWer coefficients found with the multi-vane TWES '1!odels, indicating that use of an omnidirectional tower ·iesign may incur a significant l?erf ormance penalty relative to unidirectional designs such as the spiral conf i guration. !Iowever. an omnidirec tional tower design would be necessary to l)ermit use of winds from all directions. 
T�-!E•JRETIC.\L ANALYSES OF THE TWES

?jumerical .\nal·Jsis of �he T'NES
Tr,e r.umer!cal analysis af .\yad [7, 3] a.lso experimentally ver ifi ed ilic�easing c 0
Atmosaheric Bo•tndarv Laver Eff ects
Tl-]e e;oerimental �es ults obtained to date for the T WES have 'Jeen generat ea in 'Nind tunnels ·.v ith uniform r1ow. Ayad analyzed the ;>otential effects of wind shear, such as found in the atmospheric boundary !aye:-, on TWES 9erformance.
. \ssuming a one-seventh ?Ower law boundary layer with the ;reestream wind velocity at :he tower top equivalent to the uniform freest�eam ·.v ind velocity, c\ yad cal culat ed reduc tions in ;>ower ::>f U? to 29"6 in c� m!;)aring the boundary layer results to those •.vith uniform l1ow. These results are shown in Figure   �0 and indicate that �he strength of the vortex N ithin the ::Ott(Jm re· giJn of the tower significantly aff ects T'NES ;>erformance. This finding :S corroborated by the exp eri ments )f :-!su and Ide [6] in which the radial in!1ow added near the tower C)ottom ?las found to be ,n ost effective. Yen [2] :ll so ·:iis covered co nsi· :erable boundary layer effects during testing of the soiral tower model. Hc·.vever, as shown in Figure 21 the rate of increase diminishes as D approaches the 8m limit. While increasing tower diameter from 0.5m (1.64 ft} to l.Om (3.28 ft} improves performance by ,... 2396, increases from 2m (6.6 ft) to 4m (13.1 ft) and from 4m (13.1 ft) to 8m (25.2 ft} only increase performance by 596 and 196, respectively. Thus, for the spiral tower <!Onfiguration, power coefficients would apparently be independent of system size for tower diameters in excess of 8m (26.2 ft).
: by lntensirication Jr 5t�e-n gt hening of the vortex, thel:'eby reducing the vortex core diameter. These predictions range up to a cubic increase in power coefficient with decreasing vortex core diameter. Vortex intensification was achieved ex "Perimentally by Hsu and Ide [6] with both the circular and the spiral tower configurations by adding radial inflow through an inner tower wall. However, an increase in the number of turns employed by the spiral tower had the opposite effect of weakening the vortex. Also included in the table are estimates of the total surface area of the vanes comprising the tower.
As the vanes would presumably be hollow (or double-walled) and overlapping, the total surface area is ass umed to be approximately twice that of a cylinder of equivalent height and diameter, i.e., 2 x,-HD.
Thi3 surface area is used to estimatg the construction cost of the tower. Note that due to the required vane overlao the actual surface area of a multi-vane TWES tower may be significantly higher.
Construction of a T'NES tower would be similar to that of a large natural draft cooling tower.
The least expensive construction technique 'NOuld likely be slip-fOl"med concrete fabrication.
However, due to the large size of a 2.5 :VI W TWES, a uniform cross-section, necessary for slip-forming, may not be feasible, and the slower more expensive technique of jump-forming, such as used for the cooling towers, may ')e required.
. \ ll cost estimates [)resented below are based on slip-for ming a concrete tower for the TWES. 
TP-1889
($3/ft 2 ) of tower surface area. Two sources who have been involved in the design and construction of large natural dr�t cooling towers were contacted to corro borate this esti mat"' [17 ,l8l . Written co mmunication from these sources pro vi dad the following:
"I consider slip-fOl"med concrete as a most appro priate construction technique for your application. It lends itself in particular to tall structures with a uniform cross section such as the fixed vertical airfoil towers. Full circle structural elements can be acco mmooated easily by proper design of the moving forms and a start/stop placing technique to provide a monolithic and high strength structure. The airfoil sections might even be slipped as hollow members. An 8" wall is probably near the lower limit of acceptable thickness, but it would probably depend on the redundancy of the structural sysliem.
Sections as thin as 6" have been The tower cost would be the cost driver in a TWES installation. The balance of system costs would approximate those of the �IOD-2 without the tower support. Although the smaller rotor would reduce the required gearing ratio and, to a less er extent, the gearing costs, the rotor would presumably be a cross between a many bladed gas turbine and a wind turbine and therefore would be more exoensive on a $/unit swept area basis. Yen (2] estimates the per unit swept area cost of the T'NES rotor to be an order of ma, anitude greater than that of a 1 :.nv wind turbine. The generator should cost app ro xi mate ly the same as an equivalently sized generator for a conventional ·.vind turbine. Thus, the balance of system cos ts could apparently be limited to 5 to 10% of the tower cost and would therefore have a much lesser imoact on COE . . \gain this res ult is corroborated by Kornreich 
